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Eligible for 1 MOC SA Credit From the ABD
This Photo Challenge in our print edition is eligible for 1 self-assessment credit for Maintenance of Certification from the American Board of
Dermatology (ABD). After completing this activity, diplomates can visit the ABD website (http://www.abderm.org) to self-report the credits under
the activity title “Cutis Photo Challenge.” You may report the credit after each activity is completed or after accumulating multiple credits.
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A 34-year-old man presented to the outpatient dermatology clinic with 3 groups of mildly pruritic, erythematous papules and plaques. The most prominent group
appeared on the right posterior shoulder and had
been slowly enlarging in size over the last 12 months
(quiz image). A similar thinner group appeared on
the left mid-back 6 months prior, and a third smaller
group appeared over the left serratus anterior muscle
2 months prior. The patient reported having similar episodes dating back to his early 20s. In those instances,
the lesions presented without an inciting incident,
became more pronounced, and persisted for months
to years before resolving. Previously affected areas
included the upper and lateral back, flanks, and
posterior upper arms. The patient used triamcinolone
cream 0.1% up to 3 times daily on active lesions, which improved the pruritus and seemed to make the
lesions resolve more quickly. He denied fever, chills, night sweats, anorexia, weight loss, fatigue, cough,
and shortness of breath. His only medication was ranitidine 150 mg twice daily for gastroesophageal
reflux disease. Physical examination revealed no palpable lymphadenopathy.

WHAT’S THE DIAGNOSIS?
a. cutaneous B-cell lymphoma
b. granuloma annulare
c. lymphocytoma cutis
d. pyogenic granuloma
e. sarcoidosis

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 30 FOR THE DIAGNOSIS
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THE DIAGNOSIS:

Cutaneous B-Cell Lymphoma, Follicle Center Subtype
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for IgH and BCL2 gene rearrangement. Molecular diagnostic studies for IgH and κ light chain gene rearrangement were positive for a clonal population. A clonal T-cell
receptor γ chain gene rearrangement was not identified.
The overall morphologic, immunophenotypic, and molecular findings were consistent with cutaneous involvement
by a B-cell lymphoproliferative disorder, favoring primary
cutaneous follicle center lymphoma (PCFCL).
The patient was referred to our cancer center for
further workup consisting of a complete blood cell count
with differential; comprehensive metabolic panel; lactate
dehydrogenase; serum protein electrophoresis; peripheral
blood flow cytometry; and computed tomography of the
chest, abdomen, and pelvis. The analysis was unremarkable, supporting primary cutaneous disease. Additional
studies suggested in the National Comprehensive Cancer
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4-mm punch biopsy through the center of the
largest lesion on the right posterior shoulder demonstrated a superficial and deep dermal atypical
lymphoid infiltrate composed predominantly of small
mature lymphocytes with interspersed intermediatesized cells with irregular to cleaved nuclei, dispersed
chromatin, one or more distinct nucleoli, occasional
mitoses, and small amounts of cytoplasm (Figure, A).
Immunoperoxidase studies showed the infiltrate to be
a mixture of CD3+ T cells and CD20+ B cells (Figure, B).
The B cells coexpressed B-cell lymphoma (Bcl) 6 protein
(Figure, C) but were negative for multiple myeloma 1/
interferon regulatory factor 4 and CD10; Bcl2 protein
was positive in T cells but inconclusive for staining in
B cells. Very few plasma cells were seen with CD138 stain.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization studies were negative

A

Histopathology of primary cutaneous follicle center lymphoma. A, A
superficial and deep dermal atypical lymphoid infiltrate was composed
predominantly of small mature lymphocytes with interspersed
intermediate-sized cells with irregular to cleaved nuclei, dispersed
chromatin, one or more distinct nucleoli, occasional mitoses, and
small amounts of cytoplasm (H&E, original magnification ×20
[inset, original magnification ×100). B, Immunoperoxidase study
showed CD20+ B cells (original magnification ×20). C, The B cells
were coexpressed on B-cell lymphoma 6 immunoperoxidase
stain (original magnification ×40).
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area 15 cm or less in diameter, T2b has lesions confined
to an area greater than 15 cm up to 30 cm in diameter,
and the area for T2c is greater than 30 cm in diameter.
Finally, T3 is generalized skin involvement, whereas T3a
has multiple lesions in 2 noncontiguous body regions,
and T3b has multiple lesions on 3 or more regions.11 At
presentation, our patient was considered T2cN0M0, as
his lesions were present on only 2 contiguous regions
extending beyond 30 cm without any evidence of lymph
node involvement or metastasis.
Treatment of PCFCL is tailored to each case, as there
is a paucity of randomized data in this rare entity. It is
guided by the number and location of cutaneous lesions,
associated skin symptoms, age of the patient, and performance status. Local disease can be treated with intralesional corticosteroids, excision, or close monitoring if the
patient is asymptomatic. Low-dose radiation therapy may
be used as primary treatment or for local recurrence.12
Patients with more extensive skin lesions can relapse after
clearing; those with refractory disease can be managed
with single-agent rituximab.13 Our patient underwent
low-dose radiation therapy with good response and has
not experienced recurrence.
Lymphocytoma cutis, also known as benign reactive
lymphoid hyperplasia, can be idiopathic or can arise
after arthropod assault, penetrative skin trauma, drugs,
or infections. In granuloma annulare, small dermal papules may present in isolation or coalesce to form annular
plaques. It is a benign inflammatory disorder of unknown
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Network (NCCN) Guidelines for primary cutaneous
B-cell lymphomas include hepatitis B testing if the patient
is being considered for immunotherapy and/or chemotherapy due to risk of reactivation, pregnancy testing in
women of childbearing age, and human immunodeficiency virus testing.1 These tests were not performed in
our patient because he did not have any risk factors for
hepatitis B or human immunodeficiency virus.
Primary cutaneous B-cell lymphomas originate in
the skin without evidence of extracutaneous disease at
presentation. They account for approximately 25% of
primary cutaneous lymphomas in the United States,
with primary cutaneous T-cell lymphoma being most
common.2 The revised 2017 World Health Organization
classification system defines 3 major subtypes of primary
cutaneous B-cell lymphoma (Table).3-9 Primary cutaneous
follicle center lymphoma is the most common subtype,
accounting for approximately 60% of cases. In Europe, an
association with Borrelia burgdorferi has been reported.10
The extent of skin involvement determines the T portion
of TNM staging for PCFCL. It is based on the size and
location of affected body regions that are delineated, such
as the head and neck, chest, abdomen/genitalia, upper
back, lower back/buttocks, each upper arm, each lower
arm/hand, each upper leg, and each lower leg/foot. T1 is
for solitary skin involvement in which the lesion is 5 cm
or less in diameter (T1a) or greater than 5 cm (T1b). T2 is
for regional skin involvement limited to 1 or 2 contiguous
body regions, whereas T2a has all lesions confined to an

Primary Cutaneous B-Cell Lymphoma Subtype

Marginal Zone

Follicle Center

Large B Cell, Leg Type

Solitary or multiple papules,
plaques, or nodules favoring the
trunk and/or upper extremities;
median age, 55 years;
approximately 40% cutaneous
relapse; rare extracutaneous
dissemination

Solitary or grouped
papules, plaques, or
nodules favoring the head,
neck, and/or trunk;
median age, 60 years;
approximately 30%
cutaneous relapse;
5%–10% extracutaneous
dissemination

Nodules or tumors favoring the
lower leg(s), rarely other sites;
median age, 76 years; frequent
relapses and extracutaneous
dissemination

Histology

Nodular to diffuse infiltrates
of small B cells, often with
plasmacytoid appearance

Follicular to diffuse
infiltration with medium
to large centrocytes
with variable numbers
of centroblasts

Diffuse infiltrates sparing the
epidermis that can extend
to the subcutis with many
centroblasts and immunoblasts

Immunophenotype

CD20, CD79a+, CD5−, Bcl2+,
Bcl6−, CD10−, MUM1/IRF4+

CD19, CD20, CD79a+,
Bcl2−, Bcl6+, CD10+/−,
MUM1/IRF4−

CD19, CD20, CD79a+, Bcl2+,
Bcl6+, CD10−, MUM1/IRF4+

5-year survival

>95%

95%

50%

Clinical
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Primary Features of Major Primary Cutaneous B-Cell Lymphoma Subtypes3-9

Abbreviations: Bcl, B-cell lymphoma; MUM1/IRF4, multiple myeloma 1/interferon regulatory factor 4.
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cause, can have mild pruritus, and usually is self-limited.
Pyogenic granuloma is a benign vascular proliferation of
unknown etiology. Sarcoidosis is an immune-mediated
systemic disorder with granuloma formation that has a
predilection for the lungs and the skin.
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